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ART COLLECTOR OUT OF KENTUCKY DERBY 

 

GOSHEN, Ky. (Tuesday, Sept. 1, 2020) – Bruce Lunsford’s Art Collector, winner of Keeneland’s Grade II Toyota Blue Grass 
Stakes and the $200,000 RUNHAPPY Ellis Park Derby in his last two starts, is out of Saturday’s $3 million Kentucky Derby presented 
by Woodford Reserve (GI) with a minor foot issue, trainer Tommy Drury said. 
 Drury told Jennie Rees of the Kentucky HBPA that Art Collector would not be entered when the field is set Tuesday morning. He 
said the colt nicked the bulb of his left front heel with a hind hoof while galloping Monday at Churchill Downs. Because of horse 
racing strict medication rules, the horse could not be treated with an anti-inflammatory this close to the race.  
 Drury said that Art Collector now will point for the Oct. 3 Preakness Stakes in Baltimore.  
 Art Collector returned to Drury’s Skylight training base in Oldham County yesterday morning, arriving about 8:20. 
 “He grabbed himself yesterday morning training,” Drury told Rees. “It was still very sensitive this morning. When I took my 
thumbs to palpate the bulbs of his heels, you could still tell it was pinching him. I had to make a choice. Your horse has to always come 
first. To run in a race of this caliber and trying to compete against the best 3-year-olds in this country, you’ve got to be 110 percent. To 
me, it wouldn’t have been fair to Art Collector, even though it’s slight, knowing that there’s an issue of any kind. I had a meeting 
yesterday afternoon with my veterinarians, Foster Northrup, Rick Costelle, had my blacksmith there. We discussed some different 
scenarios. We maybe could have put a bar shoe on it and stabilized it and he would have been fine. But you’re going to the Kentucky 
Derby. First and foremost, as the trainer, it’s my responsibility to be the voice for the horse. That’s just not fair to him (to run). He’s 
been too good to us, and we’re going to make sure he’s taken care of first.” 
 Art Collector came off the van and grazed briefly with Drury on the shank. “I knew after we gave him a little anti-inflammatory this 
morning that he’d be perfectly sound,” he said. “That’s not surprising at all. And that’s what we wanted to see. We wanted to see him 
respond well to it, and it looks like that’s what happened. On to Baltimore.” 
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